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Commercial Packing and
Shipping Services



faster deliveries improve your cash flow

buy & ship as much or as little as you need

air freight service when timing is crucial

expert packing minimises risk

Robinsons recognises that the antiques business has changed dramatically over 
the past few years. Trading conditions have become increasingly competitive and
dealers must concentrate on reducing costs, increasing cash flow and improving
their customer service. Robinsons can help you to achieve all of these aims.

Once a week, every week, we despatch containers to the Robinsons Antiques
Furniture Distribution Centre in America. This frequent service to the US
ensures that your purchases reach you faster, improving your cash-flow and 
giving you a business edge over your competitors. 

Robinsons gives you the freedom to buy and ship as required without the need 
to invest in additional inventory that may not sell immediately.

door to door a more cost-effective service

eliminate unnecessary storage with more frequent shipments

quality assurance with our professional knowledge

Weekly service guaranteed!
reduced lead times benefit your customers

THE PERSONAL TOUCH
When you book a shipment with

Robinsons your order becomes the

responsibility of your personally 

dedicated Robinsons Account Manager

who will co-ordinate, inform and advise

you on the shipping process. 

EVEN FASTER
When time is of the essence your

antiques can be delivered quickly by

utilising Robinsons air freight service.

A HISTORY OF TRANSPORTING ANTIQUES
Robinsons are true professionals in the packing and transportation

of antiques. With over 100 years’ experience, plus modern packing

materials and techniques, our expert handling 

minimises the risk of damage, so you can be 

confident that your items will reach you in original

condition. We can also provide comprehensive door

to door insurance cover on all shipments.

QUALITY SERVICE ALL THE WAY
Robinsons can collect your purchases from the dealer, pack, 

load and ship out from the UK within seven working days 

without needing to wait for any other cargo to complete 

the container. Our buying power also enables us to negotiate 

the best terms with our freight suppliers, so we can save 

you money as well. 

Tel: 00 44 117 980 5858
E-mail: antiques@robinsons-intl.com

Expert care assured!


